
Neighbors Caring in Northampton 

I’ve been talking about finding the care that might be needed for “aging in place” at Lathrop with the 

theme of “independence” always woven through.  And many have heard me challenge the idea that any 

of us are truly independent.  We depend on countless others daily to meet their commitments and so 

make our lives possible. I’ve written  about the secure regular arrangements one might need to keep the 

wheels on the track of an aging life, but anytime along the way there are moments when the gears just 

don’t mesh and we need a bit of a helping hand.  For some that might come from family. Today I want to 

underscore the importance of community, that is, the help that neighbors can provide. 

Since November a group of four Northampton residents have been helping resident volunteers link up 

to others who need a lift, a respite visit, help with their pet while they are away, mail pick-up, lunch or 

computer help.  They have only begun to explore the possibilities.  This is the NeighborCare Committee 

of Northampton.  Each month one of the coordinators fields calls and works to find a willing and 

available neighbor to step up.  The volunteers have identified themselves as people with certain skill 

sets, interests or availabilities. We all know how hard it can be to ask.  And we’ve felt the awkwardness 

around refusing a request for a favor.  The NeighborCare team serves as a bridge to the right person.  

When you ask you know that the volunteer has the ability to say no.   

A few important points to remember:  

 NeighborCare is not intended to fill in for the regular daily support that someone needs.   

 Neighbors are not trained professionals. They are not expecting to provide direct personal care. 

( you may have a good friend who you feel you could ask, and It’s not a bad idea to cultivate 

one…for that emergency moment) 

 The safety of both parties is essential. Volunteers will not provide transfer assistance, nor are 

they able to assistance with walking etc for those with significant fall risk. 

 Of course things pop up at the last minute, but one is more likely to get a volunteer if you think 

ahead. 

I for one take the position that it can’t hurt to ask, and it is respectful to leave others free to say no. The 

NeighborCare committee can serve as good place for us to practice.  For Northampton residents, I urge 

you to contact one of the women listed below (look for the weekly Lampposting)- what can you offer 

and what might you need?  They will help you understand what might be possible, and may direct you 

to me for Care Coordination help to find the regular support for your on-going safety and active life.  

Perhaps there are some Easthampton residents inspired to consider forming a similar team? 

Come April we invite you to the celebration of six months of NeighborCare. 

-Rob Olmsted on behalf of the NeighborCare Committee coordinators: Audrey Bernstein , Judy Hyde, , 

Marlissa Parker and Sharon Rulf. 

 


